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The Knit Stitch
The end of the year has come again. I am sorry I missed
the last meeting. It sounds like everyone had lots of fun.
And I hear the desserts were fabulous!
Looking back at the goals I made in January I see I was
partially successful with several. I am especially pleased
to have finished 6 works in progress. I hope everyone
else feels their 2014 year of knitting had many
accomplishments.
As we look forward, I anticipate
rearranging my knitting space with a more user-friendly
set-up. Have you started planning your knitting goals?

If you haven’t been to a meeting in a while, the Textile
Center has expanded the available parking. There are
now over 30 spaces available directly behind and the lot
immediately to the east of the original parking lot. Signs
are posted. Also, additional free parking is available. See
the website for additional details:
http://www.textilecentermn.org/map/

Wishing 2015 is good to all of you! Happy Holidays and
Happy Knitting!!
Maria Ann Youngs
President

From Jane…

The 2015 Color of the year…

Maria Ann and I took a class at the Eden Prairie Library to
learn about 3-D printing. We used a free version of
Google Sketch Up; in the learning portion of the class we
all designed a house. Once we had the basics down
Maria Ann and I designed needle pushers – mine a 1 x 2
for the mid-gauge and hers a 1 x 2 for the bulky. Our
designs were then uploaded into another computer
program specific to the CubeX printer. We were both very
successful!

Knitting Tools/Books
Check out the Jessica Tromp website: http://www.jessicatromp.nl/americanwomenfashionsizesfreeknittingpatterns
woman.htm for American women’s pattern sizes and
pattern calculator.
New book “Hand Knits by Machine” by Susan Guagliumi
has been purchased and is under review by several of our
members. I’ve done a quick look over and can’t wait to dig
in deeper. However, as with many new books, mistakes
are inevitable. Go to www.guagliumi.com and click on
Hand Knits by Machine, then click on "Erratum" on the
right hand side of the page to get updates/fixes for any
mistakes in the book. As of today, there are updates for
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pages 10 and 157. I’ll have a copy with me at the January
meeting for those who would like to look it over. There’s
also a discussion thread on Ravelry in the Machine
Knitting group about this book: Susan Guagliumi's New
Book is Available.

bamboo did quite a bit of travelling! Can’t wait to see it
knit up!

Ramblings of an easily distracted
knitter
The sad story of a square polar bear, part III
After finishing the seaming, embroidering the features,
and stuffing of his body, I needed to knit his arms and
legs. I did not have to make any adjustments to the
pattern, as these were just squares that were folded on
the diagonal and then attached to his body.
Once the bear was completed, my last task was to knit his
scarf. Using Lion Brand Sock-Ease yarn, I cast on 13
stitches in 1X1 rib, Tension 3/3, and knit 100 rows.
My polar bear, Phil, has come together pretty well! The
pattern is provided in this newsletter.
The End

The 2015 Presentations are all listed on the MMKC site on
Ravelry and on our website. There may be generational
differences in the appreciation of the January Owl Cables.
Some may be more familiar with Hedwig and Harry Potter,
while others may remember Owl from Winnie The Pooh
and Christopher Robin, and some may remember the
popularity of baby sweaters with a row of cabled owls
across the front and back yokes. There will be a
demonstration of how to do the owl cable on a knitting
machine. Keep your fingers crossed for a pattern of some
sort as well.

Presentations
October – Toys, toys, and more toys! Maria Ann did a
great job getting us inspired to try making some machine
knit toys.
November – Doublebed Jacquard by Joanne Zutz was
incredible. She showed us many fabulous examples of
Jacquard, gave us a bit of a history lesson, and made
everyone want to run out and get either a double bed
machine or get a ribber and color changer for our
Japanese machines.
December – The Orphan Yarn/Textile/Tool exchange was
fun. Thanks to Debbie Reese for putting this together for
us. Lots of stealing (in a good way of course) and that red

Maria Ann
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Charity/Donations
Through the tireless efforts of Patsy Fisk, Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Minnesota has donated $250 to MMKC
through the Dollars for Doers program; a program
whereby employees who dedicate 40 hours or more to a
non-profit organization results in a benefit to that
organization. We sincerely thank Patsy for volunteering
for more than 90 hours to MMKC. The monies will be
applied to yarn/materials for our charity work.
“Blue Cross employees donate thousands of volunteer
hours in fulfilling our purpose of making a healthy
difference in people’s lives,” said Michael Jones, director
of Internal Communications and Community Relations.
“Through the Dollars for Doers program, our employees
can make an even greater impact on their communities.
Blue Cross is pleased to support their efforts.”
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PURLS OF JOY SEMINAR
MAY 1 & 2, 2015
Trinity Crossing
112 6th Avenue North
Princeton, MN
http://www.customknitsmfg.net/seminarsinminnesota.ht
ml

Sources of Inspiration
Machine Knitted Child’s Pom Pom Hat
By Leanne Rain
http://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/machine-knittedchilds-pom-pom-hat

Happenings & education
Unraveled: The Mystery Behind Machine Knitting –
Saturday, March 21, 2015
Have a seat and let us introduce you to machine knitting!
Start with a basic intro and try your hand at various stitch
designs and techniques on the knitting machine—tuck,
slip, weaving, Fair Isle, lace, thread-lace, and, of course,
stockinette. There will be a ribber demonstration that
includes 1×1 rib, full needle rib, fisherman rib, halffisherman rib, and racked rib. For registration and course
details visit the TC website – Unraveled: The Mystery
Behind Machine Knitting

Paneled Ribbed Sweater inspired by Tim Coppens
By: Donatella Mestriner
http://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/panelled-ribbedsweater-inspired-by-tim-coppens
The photo doesn’t do this one justice! Use a ribber or
garter carriage for this one (photo next column).

Rocking Horse Farm, St. Cloud – CSM Crank-in
Saturday, January 17, 2015
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. CSM help from Pete & Deb Oswald,
show-and-tell led by Carole. Lunch is potluck. Free.
Rocking Horse Farm, St. Cloud – Knitters’ Tea
Saturday, February 7, 2014
1:30 p.m. - 4:00 p.m., featuring a trunk show of South
American themed knits, Free. Please RSVP – 1320/252-2996
Rocking Horse Farm, St. Cloud – Winter Knit-In
Friday & Saturday, February 20 & 21
Bring your knitting machine and knit with others! For
details and to register, call 1-320/252-2996.
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Machine knit ripple hat and cowl
By: I Need Yarn
http://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/machine-knitripple-hat-and-cowl
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Machine Knit Chunky Earflap Hat
By: Roni Knutson
http://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/machine-knitchunky-earflap-hat

On the Rother
By: Alyssa Jean
http://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/on-the-rother

Lizard Ridge square - MK version
By: Jane Harrisson
http://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/lizardridge-square---mk-version

Ingrids green waves scarf
By: Ingrid Cojocaru
http://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/ingrids-greenwaves-scarf
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Knitwear trends For 2015…
After visiting the Italian Style fashion since 1945 exhibition
at the Minneapolis Institute of Arts, I couldn’t resist looking
up some Women’s Knitwear Trends. These are what I
found for Winter 2014/15. Be bold! Be daring! Be… a
little crazy???
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From wardrobelooks.com…
Thanks to the latest resort collections we can predict
which women's knitwear designs are going to be in
fashion next spring 2015 season. As you all know, warm
months by your calendar doesn't mean you can wear light
clothes, as it can be quite cold outside, that's why you
need something cozy, which will leave you looking chic
and keep you warm. So, the transitional months come with
light knits, which are cozy enough to save you from the
winds. The following compilation includes classic updates
with clean cuts, timelessly elegant shapes and different
colors, starting from the dark to bright and colorful ones.
As you already understood, the showcased looks come in
as many designs and styles as possible to suit various
occasions. We love the wool chunky updates which are
styled with awesome trousers, chinos, skirts, belts and
pretty outerwear pieces. You are about to see oversized
cardigans, dresses, cropped tops, sporty crewnecks and
1990's inspired silhouettes.

Happy Knitting!
Dee
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A Not-so-square Polar bear!

Adapted from “Knit a Square – Make a Toy” by Maria Ann Youngs

Machine: Standard Bed
Yarn: Any suitable to machine – white, black, red, scarf choice
Tension: suitable to yarn choice
Gauge: not important
Body
RC000
Cast on 70 stitches using the weaving cast on
Knit 20 rows
Decrease 1 stitch each end every 4 rows 7 times (RC048 – stitches L28-R28)
Reset RC000
RC000 Decrease 1 stitch each end
RC003 Decrease 1 stitch each end AND transfer these stitches to their neighbor, working toward the center:
L7, R1, R7; move all stitches in toward center
RC006 Decrease 1 stitch each end
RC007 Transfer L2 and R1 to L1, move all stitches toward center
RC009 Decrease 1 stitch each end
RC011 Transfer L2 and R1 to L1, move all stitches toward center
RC012 Decrease 1 stitch each end
RC015 Decrease 1 stitch each end AND Transfer L2 and R1 to L1, move all stitches toward center
RC018 Decrease 1 stitch each end
RC019 Transfer L2 and R1 to L1, move all stitches toward center
RC021 Decrease 1 stitch each end
RC023 Transfer L2 and R1 to L1, move all stitches toward center
RC024 Reset RC000 (stitches L13-R14)
RC000 Decrease 1 stitch each end every 3 rows 6 times (RC016 – stitches L7-R8)
RC016 Decrease 1 stitch each end every other row 5 times (RC025)
5 stitches remain. Gather off
Leg (make 2)
E-wrap cast on 28 stitches
Knit 48 rows
7
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Latch tool cast off
Arm (make 2)
E-wrap cast on 14 stitches
Knit 24 rows
Latch tool cast off
Scarf
1X1 rib 13 stitches for 100 rows
Finishing
Seam body piece. Add features. Stuff. Pull weaving cast on tail to gather bottom of bear.
Fold each leg and arm on the diagonal and whip stitch seam. Stuff and attach to body.
Tie scarf around neck.
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2015 Presentations
January

Jane Niemi

Whoooo! – Cable Owl technique with and without beads

February

Maria Ann Youngs

Sculptured Knits – adding a sculptural element to your knits

March

Dee Kupka

Shrugs

April

All Membership

*Silent Auction/Fundraiser (Patsy Fisk, Chairperson)

May

Penny Spencer

Baby Booties – techniques for success

June

All Membership

Pot Luck (Maria Ann Youngs, coordinator)

July

Sheri Stanaitis

Flower Hat and Ear Flap Hat – technique demo

August

Alice Adams

Combining Fairisle Patterns

September

All Membership

State Fair Review (Jane Niemi, coordinator)

October

Nancy Docken

Isolated Surface Weaving

November

Patsy Fisk

Accessorize your knits for day/evening wear

December

All Membership

Game/End of Year Celebration (Dee Kupka, Coordinator)

*Don’t forget to start setting aside those new and never used or gently used machine knitting tools, books,
yarn, etc. that you’d like to donate for the April 2015 Silent Auction.
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